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Motivation

Knowledge graphs (KGs) represent real-world information about different domains in the
form of triples consisting of a subject, a relation and an object. The subject and object
are entities which refer to unique objects in the real world and are linked by a relation, e.g.
<dbr:Leonardo_da_Vinci, dbo:education, dbr:Andrea_del_Verrocchio>. KGs support a
variety of machine learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP) based applications.
Those often require diverse knowledge which is not present in a single KG.
Most KGs are unlikely to reach full coverage of a domain since they are usually created
independently for particular purposes. Furthermore, they are generated differently, e.g.
extracted automatically from structured data or human-curated. A way to increase KG
completeness is to integrate multiple KGs, regardless whether they are large-scale such
as DBpedia [1], Wikidata [2] and YAGO [3] or domain-specific. This is a challenging
task since the data in different KGs is modeled to specific needs and individual naming
conventions are applied. The same entity may exist in different forms in different KGs.
For example, if we consider the entity dbr:Leonardo da Vinci in DBpedia it corresponds
to wikidata:Q762 in Wikidata.
The task of entity alignment aims to find entities in two KGs that represent the same
real-world entity. The property owl:sameAs links between identical items across different
KGs need to be identified. owl:sameAs statements are often used in defining mappings
between ontologies.
Currently, increasing attention has been paid to the utilization of KG embedding-based
(KGE) models for tackling the entity alignment task. KGE models solely depend on
the facts in the KG and catch the structure information. From this perspective, KGE
models are discarding a valuable source of information. In order to extend the KGE
models, external information, e.g. textual information, can be utilized. [4] consider how
this textual information can help overcome the limitation. Moreover, language models
(LMs) have become crucial for achieving state-of-the-art performance in natural language
processing tasks. Therefore, we exploit the integration of text-based and structure-based
KG representations.
In this thesis, we propose a novel transfer learning based approach that exploits LMs
to obtain the latent representations of the entities and relations in a KG, followed by a
word-word alignment model which aligns the same entities across different KGs.
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Goal

Since most KGs are developed independently and many of them are supplementary in
contents, one of core challenges of KGs is to align equivalent entity pairs between different
KGs. An entity alignment model aims to embed two KGs into a unified vector space by
pushing the seed alignments of entities together. The objective of this work is to explore if
an unsupervised word embedding alignment model can be modified for the task of entity
alignment in KGs.
The main research questions of this thesis are as follows:
• RQ1: Can we use a word-word alignment model for entity alignment in KGs?
• RQ2: Do static LM-based KGEs improve entity alignment?
• RQ3: Do contextual LM-based KGEs improve entity alignment?

3

Related work

In recent years, due to the development of KG representation learning (RL) methods, entity alignment methods based on RL gained much attention. They first represent the entities and relations of each KG as low-dimensional vectors and then discover the mappings
between different embedding spaces by calculating the similarity between entity vectors.
The existing methods can be divided into two categories, the semantic matching-based
models and the graph neural network (GNN)-based models.
The semantic matching-based models exploit the semantics of each entity to learn its
low-dimensional vector representation. Examples of entity alignment models based on
semantic matching are MTransE [5], PTransE [6], IPTransE [7]. Those methods use a
KGE model, the translational model TransE [8], to learn the vector space of a single
KG and then an alignment model learns a mapping for both entities and relations across
different embedding spaces to get a unified vector space. BootEA [9] is another TransEbased model that tackles the problem of insufficient existing pre-aligned entity pairs as
training data by iteratively selecting possible entity pairs for training. JAPE [10] uses
TransE to represent entities and also learns attribute representations, since it is based on
the assumption that entities with similar attributes have a greater probability of being
equivalent.
In contrast, the GNN-based entity alignment models use a GNN to learn low-dimensional
vector representations of different entities based on the graph structure of the KG. GCNAlign [11] is the first usage of GNN for entity alignment which utilizes a graph convolutional network (GCN) to embed entities of each KG into a unified vector space without
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the prior knowledge of relations. GMNN [12] introduces sub-graph alignment. HMAN
[13] applies GCNs to combine information of entities, relations, and attributes to learn
entity embeddings.
These approaches require seed entity pairs to project entity embeddings from different
KGs into a unified space. However, such labeled data are hard to obtain in practical
settings. This thesis proposes an entity alignment model for heterogeneous KGs based on
an unsupervised approach, which does not require pre-aligned entities or triples as seeds
for training.

4

Methodology

At present, entity alignment based on representation learning (RL) has achieved promising
results. However, the existing models rely on pre-aligned entity pairs to a large extent.
In this work, we investigate whether it is possible to align two KGs without parallel data.

4.1

Preliminaries

KG embedding models.
TransE [8] is a translational model which embeds entities and relations in the same
embedding space and is created with the learning assumption h + r ≈ t, given a triple
(h, r, t). Therefore, the structural information of entities is preserved and entities that
share similar neighbors have close representations in the embedding space.
DistMult [14] is a semantic matching model which uses a bilinear transformation to calculate the reasonableness score of the fact triples. It constraints the relationship matrix
to be diagonal, which enhances the generalization ability of the model.
ConvE [15] is a NN-based model which uses a 2D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
It concatenates the embedding of the head entity and the relation into an input matrix
which is fed into the convolution layer. The output is mapped into a vector, which is
dot-producted with the embedding of the tail entity to return the reasonableness score of
the triple.
R-GCN [16] is a NN-based model which introduces a relationship matrix in Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) as the mapping transformation while the entity merges neighbor features.
Language models.
Word2Vec [17] aims to learn the distributed representation for words reducing the high
dimensional word representations in large corpus. It comprises of two model architectures,
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Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram.
GloVe [18] is a word embedding model which exploits the global word-word co-occurrence
statistics in the corpus. The main idea is that ratios of word-word co-occurrence probabilities have the potential for encoding some form of meaning.
KG-BERT [19] is a language modeling method for KG completion using a pre-trained
contextual language model BERT [20]. Triples are treated as textual sequences and BERT
is fine-tuned on these sequences for predicting the plausibility of a triple or a relation.
Alignment model.
MUSE [21] is an unsupervised multilingual word embedding alignment model. Starting from a simple unsupervised word-by-word translation model, the model is iteratively
improved based on a reconstruction loss, and using a discriminator to align latent distributions of both the source and the target languages.

4.2

The Proposed Approach

We first explore MUSE [21] which is an unsupervised machine translation approach that
aligns word embedding spaces based on unaligned datasets of each language. Having
two sets of embeddings trained independently on monolingual data, the model builds a
common latent space between the two domains. It learns a mapping between the two sets
such that similar words are close in the shared space and translates by reconstructing in
both domains. MUSE learns a rotation matrix which roughly aligns the two distributions
of word embeddings.
Similarly, our goal is to align KG embedding spaces. We first train two KGs that need
to be aligned with one another with the same KGE model (see 4.1) with same hyperparameters such that the embedding spaces generated for both the KGs exhibit similar
characteristics. Then, using the strategy of MUSE, our model builds a common latent
space between the two embedding spaces. We learn a rotation matrix W by a two-player
game with a generator and a discriminator where the discriminator aims at maximizing
its ability to identify the origin of an embedding, and the rotation matrix W aims at
preventing the discriminator from making accurate predictions. The result is a common
latent space where same as well as similar entities from the two KGs are represented close
to each other.
Furthermore, we would like to explore if extending the KGE models with external knowledge creates a positive impact. KGE models have proven that they can capture the
structure information of the KG, but the fusion of other significant information except
fact triples can enhance the KG representation. Since we are modifying a language model
based alignment method for the task of entity alignment, we would utilize textual infor-
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mation in the KG embedding. LMs (see 4.1) are used to generate word embeddings which
will serve as pre-initialization of the KGE models.

5

Expected results

The main desired result is that the same or related entities from different KGs are
aligned. This will be achieved by adapting MUSE [21], an unsupervised word embedding
alignment model, for the task of entity alignment in KGs. Following previous works, we
adopt three frequently utilized EA datasets [22]: (1) DBP15K, which includes three
crosslingual KG pairs extracted from DBpedia; (2) SRPRS, which comprises two crosslingual and two mono-lingual KG pairs extracted from DBpedia, Wikidata and YAGO;
and (3) DWY100K which comprises two mono-lingual KG pairs extracted from DBpedia,
Wikidata and YAGO. As evaluation metrics, following convention, Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) and Hits@N will be used. MRR is the rank of correctly aligned entities,
and Hits@N is the proportion of correctly aligned entities whose rank is not greater than
N. The higher the Hits@N and MRR, the better the performance. Our results will be
compared with other existing state-of-the-art entity alignment methods.

6

Schedule

Figure 1: Planned schedule for thesis tasks
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